Streamlining Transportation Management
Global chemicals manufacturer implements a transportation management solution
that improves visibility, provides access to valuable data, and offers tight controls on
transportation costs

Two years ago, Kao Specialties America, LLC (KSA), of High Point, N.C.,
relied on a transportation and freight management approach that had
little structure and limited data transparency. “We had very little control
over the process and virtually no data to work with,” said Mark Thomas,
Director, Supply Chain Management. Brought on board to manage the
chemical product manufacturer’s new supply chain division, Thomas
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immediately went in search of a technology solution that could effectively
manage the growing firm’s transportation component while also
controlling costs.
At the time, part of KSA’s business, which included some logistics
functions, was being run by a remote satellite office and management
decided to consolidate that activity at the firm’s headquarters in High
Point, N.C. The move posed numerous challenges for KSA, which was
receiving good service from the trucking firms, but couldn’t collect and
consolidate business data (costs, on time delivery, freight metrics).
Additionally, KSA’s customer service group was scheduling the work,
coordinating all trucking interfaces, and managing issues as they arose.
“We were managing our freight,” Thomas recalled, “but we were not in
control of it.”
“I was looking for a technology partner to help us manage bulk tank
trucks,” Thomas explained, noting that this segment of his business
requires expertise and special handling. After exploring several options
available on the market, KSA decided to implement Odyssey Logistics &
Technology’s Web Integrated Network (WIN) transportation management
platform. “We picked Odyssey due to the fact that it was the industry
leader in bulk,” said Thomas.
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Reaping the Rewards of its Investment
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